1.
Introduction. In a former paper (1944) I derived a general formula for g (N{) , the total number of distinguishable ways of arranging on a lattice a mixture of1 any number of kinds of molecules differing amongst themselves in the number of sites occupied by one molecule, the number of molecules of type i being From this I deduced the thermodynamic properties of such a mixture subject to the restriction that all the configurations had the same energy, or in other words that the energies of mixing were all zero.
The thermodynamic properties of such a mixture having non-zero energies of mixing are not determinable from giNf), but from the more complicated quantity g(Ni} W) denoting the number of distinguishable configurations of intermolecular energy W. The configurational part of the free energy is equal to -lcTlogZigiN,, W exp ( -where the summation extends over all values of W. As usual, for macroscopic systems there is no sensible loss of accuracy if the sum } is replaced by its maxi mum term, say g{Nt, W) exp ( -WjhT) , where W is the value of W which maximizes g{Ni,W )exp (-W/JcT) and is the configurational thermodynamic energy of the system in equilibrium.
The evaluation of g{N{, W) by direct methods is prohibitively difficult, but the following considerations are sufficient to determine unambiguously the form of g{N.i, W). [ 213 ] In the first place {log g{Nt, W ) } / ! must be homogeneous of de so as to ensure that the free energy of a system of given temperature and composition shall be proportional to the size of the system.
In the second place when W is zero log g( W ) m compared with N^,reduce to log g(N\)so as tinuous function of W in the neighbourhood of -0. In the third place I shall assume that the conditions for maximizing g (Nt, W) exV (-W with respect to W are equivalent to conditions of a ' quasi-chemical e (Guggenheim 1938) between the alternative methods of occupation of a pair of neighbouring sites. This is an assumption which has proved fruitful in the simple case where each molecule of whatever type occupies a single site (Guggenheim 1935; Rushbrooke 1938) . In order not to interrupt the argument this assumption will be used at an early stage, discussion of its significance being postponed to § § 12-14.
Having obtained a formula for g (Ni } W) and having m
g (N { , W ) e x V(-W
with respect to W, the thermodynamic properties of the system are formally deter mined. The equations of quasi-chemical equilibrium for maximizing with respect to If ^0 can, however, be solved explicitly only for binary mixtures. For these the thermodynamic functions can be expressed in a form having a close resemblance to those previously obtained for ' regular ' binary mixtures of molecules each occupying a single site. The formulae for binary mixtures include as a special case those given recently by Orr (1944) for a mixture of two kinds of molecule, of which those of one kind occupy only one site each. The present work was in fact stimulated by Orr's paper, which I saw before its publication.
2.
Notation and counting operations. Let Ni denote the number of molecules of type i. Let each molecule of type i occupy ri sites. Let the number of sites which are neighbours of any one site be z.It will be assumed t molecules are such that the elements which occupy a single site are interconnected in the molecule as a simple chain or a branched chain, but that there are no closed rings in the molecule. It is convenient to define parameters qu one for each mole cular type, by the relation *(»■<-ft) = 2(G -1 ) (all i).
(2-1) The physical measuring of qi is that qtz is the number of sites neighbours of the sites occupied by a molecule of type i,excluding tho pied by the next element of the same molecule. Apart from configurations of a long molecule bent back on itself so that ' distant ' elements of the same molecule occupy neighbouring sites, the definition of q^could be simplifie of sites which are neighbours of a molecule of type i.
Let A denote the partition function, omitting symmetry numbers, of a molecule of type i attached to a given set of sites,/,• being assumed independent of this set of sites. This assumption is accurate provided each possible internal rotation in a molecule is either unrestricted or completely restricted.
Let ai denote the symmetry number of a molecule of type i. Let denote the number of alternative configurations of a molecule of type i when one of its elements is fixed on a given site. When ri = 1 the value of p{ is 1. When value of p,t is z/<rf for rigid straight molecules. The maximum value of pt is nearly z(z -l)r_2/cri for completely flexible molecules. The last mentioned value of pt is actually somewhat greater than the maximum possible because it includes certain configurations in which a molecule is bent back on itself so th at two ' distant ' elements occupy the same site; such configurations should of course be excluded.
It is assumed that in any given configuration of the system the intermolecular potential energy W consists of a sum of terms, each pair of neighbouring sites occupied by elements of different molecules contributing one term. Let denote the contribution to the potential energy by a pair of sites of which one is occupied by an element of a molecule of type i, the other by an element of a different molecule of ty p e j. In order to achieve brevity in the formulae the energy zeros are so chosen th at wu = 0 for all i. If it is wished to remove this restriction, it is merely necessary to replace wtj in all formulae by -\wu Let the number of pairs of neighbouring sites occupied by different molecules of which one is of type i,the other of type be denoted by zX.^. Then acc these definitions
The total intermolecular potential energy IV of the system is then given by
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ere ZV denotes summation over all distinct pairs of types of molecules.
3.
Quasi-chemical equilibrium. If one uses the symbol (ij) to denote a pair of sites occupied by elements of two different molecules, one of type i the other of type j ,and considers a shuffling of the molecules such that t wo {ij )'s are created and an (ii)and a (jj)are destroyed, one can write this symbolically
Formula (3-1) recalls the formula for a chemical reaction. It is not unreasonable to expect that the equilibrium condition between and should take a form similar to that corresponding to a chemical reaction. If (3-1) represented a chemical reaction between molecules, the equilibrium condition would be
where the molecular partition functions of ii, j j and ij are assumed to be identical except for symmetry factors of | in the first two. If a formula such as (3*2) is applied to the number of pairs of neighbouring sites occupied in several ways it is con veniently referred to as a It is convenient to substitute from (2*3) and a similar formula for into (3-2), thus obtaining for the conditions of quasi-chemical equilibrium 
where each q^ is related to the corresponding ri by (2*1).
Combinatory factor g(Ni, X^).
It is now possible to construct an expression for the number of distinguishable configurations of all the molecules having a total intermolecular energy W .In the introduction I called this num W is related to the X^'s according to (2-4), and it will be more convenient to consider this number as a function of the N fs and the X ,/s. I sh call it g(Nt, X^). The formula for g(N{, X {j) determined by the considerations enumerated in § 1 is
where g(Ni) is given by (4*1). I t can now be verified that g(N{, as defined by (5-1) does in fact have the properties enumerated in § 1.
In the first place if one maximizes log = logfe with respect to X,^, the condition obtained is
which is identical with (3-3). This confirms that the maximizing conditions when g(N{, X,,) is given by (5*1) are of the required quasi-chemical form.
In the second place it is seen from (5-4) that the X ,/s are homogeneous of the first degree in the X,'s, from which it follows that {log as given by (5-1) is homogeneous of zero degree in the X,'s as required.
Finally, from the definition of the X*/s it is evident that in the special case that all wtj = 0, that is to say all energies of mixing zero, g (Ni} reduces to g(N,j) . This completes the justification of formula (5-1) for g (N{, X,?) .
When the values of X*, given by (3-5) and the italue of g(N{) given by (4-1) are substituted into (5*1), this can be rewritten as log g(N{, X,,) = X,X,log p, -X,log X ,! + zZi log (g,X,)! -
It is worthy of notice that the term |zlog (X,g,X,)! in logg(Ni) is cancelled by an equal but opposite term coming from the denominators of (3*5) and (3-6). Consequently g(Ni,X ij) contains no term in log (X,g,X,)!. Formula (5-5) is the fundamental one in the present treatment.
6. Thermodynamic functions. The free energy of the system is, at negligible pressures, related to g(Ni} X,,) by
where X " denotes the equilibrium value of X " determined by equations (3-3).
Substituting from (5-5) into (6-1), one obtains F /kT = -ZiNi log /,/>, + X, log X ,! -zX, log (g,X,)! + (|z -1) log (X ,r,X^! + |zX, log (?,X, -Z'kX ik) ! + zX;, log X,,.! + zX{,X,,w;,,. (6*2)
The partial potentials /q and the absolute activities A* (Fowler & Guggenheim 1939, § 224) can be obtained by differentiating (6-2) with respect to Nt, and in so doing variations in may be ignored since it is known that dF/dXi;j = 0 for all It is thus found that fiJkT = log A£ = -log/£p£ + log Ntz ql og + -1) r{ log XjriNj + log {qiXi -
This can be rewritten as Nt (Xirj Njfiz^( 2 X ii)^i by using (2-3). Finally, by using (2-1) the alternative formula (6-4) (6-5) is obtained.
In the particular case (3*6) in (6-6) one obtains
of all energies of mixing zero, X u becomes A *, and using
which is formula (8-4) of my previous paper (19446) .
7.
Partial vapour pressures. From (6-6) one deduces the relation between the partial vapour pressure pt of the component i in the mixture and the vapour pressure pi 0 of the pure substance
In this formula and in the formulae of the preceding section the X iks have the values determined by the quasi-chemical equations (3-3). Since, however, these equations can generally not be solved explicitly, no further simplification is possible except in the case of a binary mixture, which will be considered in greater detail.
8.
Combinatory formula for binary mixtures. When there are only two types of molecules, say A and B, in the mixture, formula (5-5) becomes where X has been written for X AB.
Formulae equivalent to two special cases of (8-1) have previously been obtained by Chang (1939) . The first case was the simplest possible one, 
A + 1 9. Thermodynamic functions for binary mixtures. The neatest, if not the most direct, way to obtain a compact formula for the free energy is via the absolute activities AA and A^. For a binary mixture formula (6-6) becomes A.
A,
Substituting from (8-6) and (8-7) into (9T) and (9-2) respectively, one obtains
(9-1) (9-2) (9-3) (9-4) f bPb{ta Na + tb -Nb) \ (qA Na + qB ) (/?+ 1) (1 -If the subscript 0 is used to denote the value of a quantity for the substance in the pure state, (9-3) and (9-4) can be rewritten as 
In the case of zero energy of mixing ft = 1 and F2 vanis of the energy of mixing. Thus F2 may be regarded as the part of the free energy due to the energy of mixing. The same formula for the free energy can be obtained, though more laboriously by using (8-1) and (8*5) in
10.
Energy of mixing. Having obtained formulae for the free energy, one can derive the energy according to the usual thermodynamic formulae by differentiation of F/Twith respect to 1
\T . The only terms in FJT which depend on th are -NA logfA -NB log/g, and the contribution from these terms to the ene remains unchanged if the mixture is separated into its components. Hence the energy of mixing E is due entirely to F2j T and is given by
ri _ 1 dF2 T dfi d(l/T)'
By straightforward, if lengthy, algebra it is found th at = jzkT(qANA + qBNB) 4x( 1 -x 1 dp {/?2-( l -2*)2}{A+l}' as might be expected. This circuitous derivation of the physically obvious (10*5) is a useful check on the self-consistency of the formulae.
11. Critical mixing. A necessary condition for the internal stability of a mixture is th at o i = aiogA^. kT dx dx > 0 .
(H I)
If at a given temperature this inequality is not satisfied by all mixtures, then some mixtures will be unstable and will split into two phases of different composition.
Differentiating (9*3) with respect to x, using (8-4), one obtains an expression which eventually reduces to
For the sake of brevity two new constants a and b are now defined by
From (11-2) it follows that the equation 31ogA^/0ic = 0 reduces to /? = -x).
Combining (11-6) with (8-4), it is further found that (11-5) is equivalent to
(11-4) (11-5) ( 11*6 ) (11-7)
At any given temperature some mixtures will be internally unstable if (11-7), regarded as a quadratic in x or in x/(l -x), has real roots. The condition of critical mixing obtains when (11-7) has two equal roots. Hence using the subscript c to denote critical values, it follows that -8) (11-9) f x, (11-3) of a and (11-4) of 6, (11*9) can be rewritten as
ta ( 1a N The simplest example of these formulae corresponding to rA = rB = qA = qB = 1, a -b = z\{z -2) was obtained by Rushbrooke (1938 The proof for the general case is precisely similar, but requires a more elaborate notation. In Bethe's method an approximate grand partition function is constructed for one (or two) central sites and their neighbours. There is one term in this grand p ar tition function for each distinct manner of occupation of all the sites. Let denote the term in the grand partition function corresponding to a selected central site being occupied by an element of an A molecule, a selected nearest neighbour being occupied by an element of a different A molecule, and all the remaining sites central and neighbours being occupied in some specified manner denoted symbolic ally by 8. Let (B, B, S) be similarly defined. Let (A, B, 8) denote the term corr sponding to the selected central site being occupied by an element of an A molecule, the selected neighbour site by an element of a molecule, all the remaining sites, central and neighbours being occupied in the manner S. Let ( S) be defined similarly and correspond to the converse manner of occupation of the selected central and neighbour site.
One of the essential approximations of Bethe's method is the assumption It is usual to obtain further information concerning the relation between e and rj by using the fact th at the central site and its neighbour are physically equivalent. The following alternative procedure is simpler and at least as profitable.
Sum (12-2) and (12-3) over all 8 obtaining A) and (B, B) are similarly defined. Now divide (12-5) by (12*4), thus eliminating e and obtaining
{A ,B ){B t A) \A ,A )(B ,B )
( 12-6 )
Since the central site and its neighbour are physically equivalent, it is obvious th at
and consequently (12-6) is equivalent to
Now each term in the grand partition function is proportional to the frequency of occurrence of the manner of occupation to which th at term refers. Moreover, there is no special significance attaching to the particular pair of sites selected as central site and its neighbour. The numbers of pairs of sites occupied both by elements of different A molecules, both by elements of different B molecules and one by an element of an A molecule, the other by an element of a molecule are therefore proportional respectively to ( A A) , (BB) and + equivalent to the condition (3-2) of quasi-chemical equilibrium, provided
ely the value assumed for rj in Bethe's method. To sum up, the two essential approximate assumptions of Bethe's method are (12-1) and (12-9). The two assumptions together lead immediately to the quasi chemical conditions of equilibrium.
13. Nature of approximation. Neither the quasi-chemical method nor Bethe's method is completely accurate for the following reason. In both methods it is assumed that having specified the manner of occupation of one site, say a, then the probabilities of occupation of one of its neighbours, say b, in alternate manners are independent of those for another neighbour site say b'. Actually the manner of occupation of b affects the probabilities of its neighbours, say c, ..., and these affect their neighbour and so on. But b is related to b' not only through a, but also through closed rings bed...b. Hence the probabilities of occupation of b and b' are not truly independent.
The error due to this inexact assumption will be the more serious the shorter the rings connecting b to b' without passing through a. The error may be expected to be worst in a close-packed structure, in which b and b' can be neighbours of each other. An investigation of this worst case in the following section indicates that the inaccuracy is never serious.
14. Higher approximation for close-packed lattice. An estimate of the degree of inaccuracy of our formulae in the case of a close-packed lattice can be obtained by applying equations of the quasi-chemical type to sets of three sites forming triangles and comparing the result with that already obtained by its application to pairs of Sites. I shall consider only the simplest case of a binary mixture of molecules A and B each occupying a single site.
As previously, let z denote the number of neighbours of a single si the number of triangles of three touching sites with any given pair of sites in common. Then the total number of triangles of three touching sites is The numbers of triangles occupied in alternative manners now require for specification two independent quantities instead of A in the case of pairs of sites. Two such quantities Y and Y ' can be defined such that the number of triangles occupied in each manner are as given in the following table:
Furthermore, Y and Y ' are related to X, defined 224 E. A. Guggenheim
The equations of quasi-chemical equilibrium for the triangles are
These equations are generally intractable, bu t they simplify considerably for a mixture of equal numbers of A and B molecules. Then the solution obtained is Y = Denoting, as previously, by an asterisk the value of X for w zero, one obtains from (14*1) and (14*4) X 4 x * = 3 4-e2wikT (2nd approx.), in place of the previous approximation of § 8 X 2 X* = T+e"ikT (ls t approx.).
The discrepancy between (14-5) and (14-6) will increase with w /kT and will be greatest (for Na -Nb) a t the critical temperature, which according to the first approximation is given by
2 -2 10 [ n for a close-packed three-dimensional lattice.
It is thus seen th at in this particularly unfavourable case the two approximations differ by less than 1 % in the value obtained for X/X*.
15.
Zeroth approximation. I t has already been mentioned th at the quasi-chemical equations for the X ,/s can be solved explicitly only for binary mixtures. It is therefore expedient to derive approximate formulae for mixtures of more than two components. It is actually easy to obtain formulae in which the inaccuracy is of the order ( ŵ / k T) 2. From the form of the quasi-chemical equations for the X ,/s and from the definition of the X*/s, it is clear that all the X tjvanish when all the w{j s vanish. A formula can therefore be obtained for the free energy F of the required degree of accuracy by expressing F(Ni, X ij) as a power series in (X ,,-X*j)jX*j and neglecting terms of order higher than the first. The Taylor series for F(N{, X i}) is Since -F(N{, X {j) is maximized with respect to it is known that dF(Ni} Xfy/dX* is small of the first order in (X,, -X*)/X*, and the second term on the right of (15*1) is small of the second order in (X" -X ")/X*,. Hence to the required degree correct to the first order in wjkT. As the treatment in § § 1-13 is equivalent to Bethe's first approximation, I have referred to it as the first approximation, and I have referred to the more accurate treatment in § 14 as the second approximation. The formula of the present section must therefore for the sake of consistency be called the zeroth approximation. This is in accordance with the terminology used for regular solutions by Fowler & Gug genheim 1939, §819). The zeroth approximation corresponds to Hildebrand's approximation for regular solutions and to Bragg and Williams's approximation in the treatment of order-disorder in alloys (Fowler & Guggenheim 1939 , § §819,1318 .
16. j Formulae f o r z infinite. The maximum value of z, correspond packing, is 12, and greater values of z have no physical meaning. It is, nevertheless, of interest to consider how the formulae for a binary mixture behave when -» 00 and w->0 , keeping zw = u finite, because the free energy takes a strikingly simple form, previously,proposed by Flory (1942) in the special case = 1.
Some care is needed in proceeding to the limit, because, for example, although r -q tends to zero, \z{r -q) remains equal to -1. I t is convenient to define ' volume fractions' xA, xB by 
